
Step onto the Street and Master the Art of
Close-Up Magic with "Real Street Magic" by
Darin Martineau
Prepare to be captivated as renowned street magician Darin Martineau
unveils the secrets of close-up magic in his highly acclaimed book, "Real
Street Magic." Embark on a comprehensive journey into the world of street
magic, where you'll learn the techniques, skills, and mindset required to
perform stunning illusions right before your spectators' eyes.

Dive into the Secrets of Street Magic

With over 20 years of street performance experience, Martineau has
meticulously curated a collection of practical and visually impactful tricks
that are guaranteed to leave your audience spellbound. Each trick is
carefully explained with clear instructions and accompanied by high-quality
photographs or videos, ensuring that you fully grasp every detail.
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From sleight-of-hand maneuvers to audience management strategies,
"Real Street Magic" covers every aspect of street magic. You'll learn how
to:

Perform astonishing card tricks that defy logic

Vanish and reappear coins with ease

Manipulate everyday objects into magical props

Create illusions that appear to break the laws of physics

Engage and captivate your audience with your captivating presence

Beyond the Tricks: The Art of Street Magic

"Real Street Magic" goes beyond teaching you tricks; it provides invaluable
insights into the mindset and techniques of a successful street performer.
Martineau shares his hard-earned knowledge on:

How to find the best street performing spots

Effective crowd control strategies

Building rapport and connecting with your audience

Dealing with hecklers and challenging audience members

Creating a memorable and impactful street performance

Suitable for All Skill Levels and Performers

Whether you're a complete novice or an experienced magician, "Real
Street Magic" has something to offer. The tricks are carefully graded
according to difficulty, allowing you to tailor your learning path to your



current skill level. Even seasoned performers will find valuable insights and
fresh inspiration within these pages.

In addition to its comprehensive coverage of close-up magic, this book also
includes bonus chapters on stage magic and parlor magic, providing a well-
rounded education for aspiring magicians.

Testimonials

"Darin Martineau has crafted a masterpiece with 'Real Street Magic.' This
book is a treasure trove of practical techniques and invaluable advice that
will elevate your street performances to new heights." - David Blaine,
renowned magician

"A must-read for anyone serious about street magic. Martineau's insights
and clear instructions will help you become a confident and captivating
performer." - Penn Jillette, world-famous magician

Free Download Your Copy Today!

Don't miss out on the opportunity to master the secrets of street magic.
Free Download your copy of "Real Street Magic" by Darin Martineau today
and embark on your journey to becoming a true master of the close-up!

Click the link below to Free Download your copy and unlock the world of
street magic:

Buy "Real Street Magic" Now

Image Alt Attribute: Darin Martineau performing astonishing street magic,
captivating his audience with sleight-of-hand and audience management



techniques.
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